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organizational cooperation [33, 50], or information management [56]. Within these civic organizations, ICTs are
crucial for facilitating and supporting operational mechanics in order to address the persistent challenge of being under-resourced in terms of labor, materials, and finances [16,
35] What this diverse collection of research shares is a
recognition that digital tools can help scaffold internal
mechanisms to fill in gaps where resources are lacking or
constrained.

ABSTRACT$

This paper examines the strategies of cycling advocates
when deploying digital tools in their advocacy work as they
support and create better cycling infrastructure and policies.
Over the course of two years, we interviewed and conducted design-based fieldwork in two large U.S. cities with individuals and advocacy organizations, learning about the
goals, motivations, and constraints that inform their work in
their respective urban homes. Our design-based investigation and fieldwork advance a deeper, situated understanding
of the role that computing technology plays when engaging
across multiple sites of advocacy work. From this, we add
detail to the connections across resources, identities, and
issues and continue to advance the emerging area of digital
civics, which seeks to design tools that support relational
civic interactions across multiple categories of civic actors.

While prior work has developed thoughtful insight into how
digital tools can be successfully deployed in a variety of
civic contexts, it has often taken a narrow view. By limiting
the focus to non-profits [56, 57, 35], individual civic groups
[8, 52, 48], or particular kinds of formal civic encounters
[55, 26, 24], current scholarship has overlooked some of the
complexities in civic work. Specifically, civic work often
spans multiple sites and issue-advocacy practices in particular need to cross those sites in order to advance a given
agenda or effect policy and political change.
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Toward that end, this research asks: what are the mechanisms of issue advocacy across multiple sites? We also take
up the related question: how might ICTs address similar
concerns held by multiple actors working in different urban
and political contexts? We take up these questions through
a design-based study of transportation planners and cycling
advocates to gain insight into how individuals engage in
formal and informal political processes across municipal
institutions and civic spaces.

K.4.3. Organizational Impacts.
INTRODUCTION$

The human-computer interaction research community has
shifted its focus away from more traditional work environments to communities that self-organize outside the workplace. These contexts include leisure activities and both
formal and informal political activity. Recent work has paid
particular interest to the latter, noting communities who use
and co-opt information and communication technologies
(ICTs) to do civic work in domains such as non-profits
[16], political activism [1], and human rights [11].

The issue of transportation planning in general, and cycling
in particular, is currently simmering in large U.S. cities as
metropolitan governments seek to develop more robust
multi-modal transit systems that address issues of environmental, economic, and social sustainability [3, 53]. The
kinds of work being done by planners, local governments,
and citizens include efforts aimed at short-term, small-scale
behavior change, to long-term, systemic changes.

Most of this research focuses on the impact of computing
technologies on the organizational practices of civic groups,
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The design-based investigation we present here makes two
key contributions. First, we build on existing digital advocacy research by developing insight into the digital practices that advocates use to advance their policy goals. Second,
through a series of design sessions, we explore how these
practices could leverage the technical capabilities of mobile
technologies to align with different kinds of advocacy work
across multiple sites. Linking these areas together, we add
further definition to the nascent field of digital civics which
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marries elements of digital democracy—in this case, professional and public practices that use computing to do the
work of policy development and public discourse—with
strategies from smart cities—where mobile technologies
turn citizens into sensors [46, 54].

of Twitter—@mentions, #hashtags, and retweets—to selforganize and broadcast information about on-the-ground aid
efforts. We can view these practices as a service provider
model of advocacy, where volunteers fill in infrastructural
gaps in moments of crisis, such as coordinating additional
resources and labor where traditional public institutions
lack capacity. While information coordination is a standard
practice in crisis response efforts, the standardized Twitter
syntax created by disaster response volunteers made information more accessible and operational both online and on
the ground.

DIGITAL$ADVOCACY$

Advocacy is a broad term that can manifest itself in myriad
ways, but generally refers to a collection of practices intended to influence or facilitate policy changes around a
particular issue [45]. More traditionally, advocacy efforts
focus on effecting change through legislative channels, like
lobbying or voter registration and education [19, 38, 45].
Other advocacy efforts operate more like service providers,
contributing resources to smaller organizations who more
directly engage communities around issues of concern [11,
35]. Advocacy scholars characterize these two strategies as
insider vs. outsider (or indirect) strategies [11, 19, 38].
More recent advocacy literature deemphasizes the role of
institutions and instead focuses on the influence of technologies. For example, Brady et al. [6] expand their definition
of digital advocacy to include community organizing and
activism. According to Brady et al., the rise of web-based
tools and digital strategies has enabled informal groups to
rival the efficacy and capacity of formal organizations in a
wide range of campaigns: from organized responses to
point-in-time events to sustained efforts with particular
communities of interest.

Data:Driven$Advocacy$

The voluntweeter example also demonstrates emergent,
novel practices that result from the use of ICTs. While the
crisis was located in Haiti, volunteer efforts were coming
from places as far away as Turkey and Australia [49]. Networked technologies enabled distant volunteers to meaningfully contribute to on-the-ground rescue efforts by coordinating and connecting resources. Voluntweeters were able
to advocate for disaster victims by offering services via
online tools, but they also offered support around the Haitian disaster through new methods of collecting and producing data (e.g. Twitter syntax, tweet-specific metadata like
timestamps and geolocated coordinates).
These new practices can be framed as a form of data-driven
advocacy as the results are designed to influence social
and/or political change around a specific issue: citizens
collect and analyze data that are then mobilized to address a
particular issue. Strategies around data-driven advocacy
have sprouted around a range of issues: from working with
communities concerned with local pollution and environmental conditions [27, 28] to using community data production to inform policy development [31]. Whether through
low-cost sensors or more sophisticated smartphone apps,
the use of ICTs enables communities to develop data
sources that advance their concerns to local officials.

Recent HCI literature has examined insider (i.e. institutional) advocacy strategies to better understand how digital
tools or platforms contribute to advocacy efforts [e.g. 11,
14, 34]. Here the focus is less on advocacy as a site of political or social change than it is about advocacy as a site for
novel and creative applications of ICTs. Existing analyses
fall into two categories: ICTs that enhance traditional advocacy [e.g. 19], and new forms of advocacy that emerge
from the affordances of ICTs [e.g. 49]. In both cases, existing research has largely been single-sited and has left under-examined the important boundary crossing that occurs
between insider and outsider advocacy work.

Advocacy,$Publics,$and$Attachments$

When examining advocacy work across sites—insideroutsider or formal-informal—the issue at hand is more important than the organizational allegiances of those involved. Here we are drawing on scholarship from science
and technology studies that looks at how issues are formed
and circulate through different kinds of communities, or
publics [39]. Anchoring advocacy efforts around issues is a
means of providing direction and accountability within a
community: that is, the issue is the common goal towards
which a constituency directs their efforts, and against which
it can measure change [45]. Along these lines, the concept
of publics has gained currency in the larger humancomputer interaction literature in recent years [12, 34].
While several related conceptualizations of publics have
surfaced in the field—building on Warner [37], Dewey
[33], or a mix of the two [41]—the perspective afforded by
Dewian publics is most relevant here. For Dewey, shared
sets of social conditions—issues—become a catalyst for
forming a public [10].

Digitally$Supported$Advocacy$

Digitally supported advocacy includes existing strategies
and tactics enhanced by computing technologies, operating
as a “difference-in-degree rather than a difference-in-kind”
[23]. The use of ICTs in these contexts does not transform
the nature of advocacy practices, but strengthens them by
enabling: coordination of resources and information; coalition and community building; raising awareness about related issues of concern; or mobilizing supporters behind
particular kinds of advocacy actions such as peaceful protest and other forms of direct action [2].
Starbird and Palen’s research on the use of Twitter following a natural disaster demonstrates digitally supported enhanced advocacy efforts: social media played a critical role
in coordinating online volunteer rescue and aid services
after the 2010 earthquake in Haiti [49]. Voluntweeters, as
Starbird and Palen call them, used the technical affordances
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The framing of publics is useful in understanding advocacy
as it provides an alternative way to link multiple stakeholders across boundaries without turning to established political entrenchment. In order for a public to form around an
issue, it must have—or develop—a set of shared attachments. These attachments provide a way to conceptualize
how individuals identify and align with others affected by a
particular issue [30].

Early in the research, we were interested in contrasting the
difference in advocacy practices present in the two cities.
However, even as specific street-level solutions would differ, or where political rhetoric reflected local conditions, the
tools and techniques for outreach and building support were
very similar in both contexts. Across both cities, cycling
advocacy work engaged insider and outsider strategies, as
well as diverse technological platforms to execute those
strategies: from individual cyclists concerned with personal
safety, to self-organized community events aimed at raising
visibility and awareness, to institutional actors lobbying for
specific bike-friendly policy changes.

Attachments, as we are using the term here, is deeply embedded in the theoretical frame of a public and is rooted in
the psychoanalysis of Deleuze and Guattari [9, 36]. According to their view, we should understand attachments as a set
of relations describing a set of shared commitments and
dependencies enlisting groups or individuals into a particular public [33, 36, 39]. Importantly, the concept of attachment brings with it an imperative to act and a clear notion
that attachments affect capacities for both individual and
collective action [36].

Participants$

In both cities, we selected participants by drawing on key
informants from our ongoing 3-year ethnographic engagement with the cycling community. This sustained ethnographic work gave us deep insight into existing advocacy
practices, as well as the way that different stakeholder
groups used digital tools in support of that work. Those
findings were crucial for building community relationships
and trust.

Drawing on the examples above, the work that goes into
responding to acute crises draws on all kinds of stakeholders irrespective of their allegiances to particular political or
social organizations. Likewise, advocacy through data production brings together a range of people who might be
capitalist/anti-capitalist or libertarian/collectivist. The plural
engagement in these publics is enabled by a relationship to
the issues expressed through a set of attachments that in
turn create or impede capacities for individual and collective action.

We engaged those key informants in snowball sampling to
broaden the participant pool. We conducted interviews with
our participants over the course of a year, which allowed us
to inquire into more specific and contextual uses of technology, as well as the opportunity to learn their motivations
behind the practices we had already observed through our
ethnographic work. We had a total of twelve participants,
selected based on their range of involvement in the cycling
community—eight from Atlanta, and four from Pittsburgh.
The small sample size limits our ability to make broad
claims about general advocacy practices, but was expected,
given that—even in large metropolitan regions—only a
small number of planners actively work on cycling and
infrastructure, and few advocacy organizations exist in this
space. It also offered rich insight into common motivations
and expectations driving specific advocacy practices.

RESEARCH$CONTEXT$

From the spring of 2015 to the spring of 2016, the lead author hosted design sessions with key figures in the cycling
communities of two major U.S. cities, Atlanta, GA and
Pittsburgh, PA. While the cities are very different—in climate, in geography, in demographics, and in socioeconomics—the practices of advocacy and the motivations
behind those efforts remain similar: cycling is an important
contemporary urban concern in major U.S. cities due to
shifts in transportation policy toward more robust multimodal transportation systems aimed at alleviating traffic
congestion and the consequent ill effects of sedentary lifestyles and air pollution.

Each of our participants had some degree of familiarity
with social computing (only one participant did not personally own a smartphone at the time of the interview, though
they had previously owned one). They all demonstrated and
articulated an understanding of how these technologies
could be impactful in raising public awareness and advocating for policy change. Seven of the participants’ advocacy
efforts were explicitly part of their professional responsibilities, which meant they were more vested in insider strategies, such as lobbying for change through legislative channels, supporting lobbying efforts through urban design interventions, or liaising with city departments to better serve
cyclists. Three participants described incorporating advocacy efforts into their non-cycling-specific professions, like
academia. These practices included research, data collection, or data analysis to support cycling efforts in policy and
planning.

Atlanta, the authors’ home city, at the time of writing, was
undergoing a massive urban shift in an attempt to accommodate more multi-modal transportation. Cycling has been
a large focus of this shift with various civic actors implementing infrastructure, policy, and advocacy efforts to support an active urban cycling community. Pittsburgh also has
a small but vibrant cycling community and is comparable to
Atlanta in many ways, including median age and income.
However, Pittsburgh differs in terms of racial demographics, geography, and size, with a population of 2.3
million in the metropolitan region comparing to Atlanta’s
5.7 million. Pittsburgh also has a significantly different
urban development history, giving us a different sociocultural context by which we could compare findings from
both participant groups.

Six of our participants described their advocacy work in the
cycling community as coordinating or attending group rides
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and social events. These practices were not exclusive to
insider or outsider strategies, but engaged either or both
approaches. In addition to more informal sites of advocacy—like rides and events—the majority of our participants
framed their advocacy work as the performance of different
and at time competing identities. For example, all the women-identifying participants—six in total—described gender
as a significant vector of their work: by being present as
women in predominantly male cycling culture, they hoped
that spaces would feel more inclusive and welcoming to
other women-identifying cyclists. Likewise, all but one of
our participants described instances when they used their
own personal identities and experiences to advocate for
issues of race and class.

Atlanta because it was not targeted for use in Pittsburgh.
We chose not to tell participants in Pittsburgh about the
developed app until after their interviews in order to prevent leading or guiding their designs.
PROTOTYPING$ADVOCACY$

Broadly, cycling advocacy aims to support projects, infrastructure, and policies that encourage people to adopt cycling as an alternative form of transportation. These initiatives attempt to safely integrate bicycle traffic with vehicular traffic through civil and traffic engineering projects (e.g.
bike lanes, bike traffic lights) or legislative efforts (e.g.
requiring vehicular traffic to provide at least 3 feet when
passing a cyclist on the road). They also involve more informal practices, such as organizing group rides to popular
neighborhoods and landmarks to build cyclist confidence.

With one exception, all the participants were regular bike
commuters and relied on their bikes for running errands and
socializing. This is further evidence of our participants’
commitment to cycling advocacy as individuals, in addition
to their advocacy work with and within institutions.

In service of these goals, advocates often make appeals
beyond cycling as a means of transportation to include its
impact on personal health and environmental sustainability.
This points to two primary appeals advocates make—
cycling as identity and cycling as infrastructure.

Method$

We conducted hour-long design sessions with each participant in order to understand current advocacy practices and
to probe novel design approaches for social computing and
mobile technologies to support those practices. The individual meetings allowed us to develop a design dialogue
with each participant and to avoid the effects of dominant
voices that can occur in group settings.

As noted above, many of our participants referred to cycling as a part of their identity, articulating ways that riding
bikes both complements and challenges other parts of their
lives. Almost all of our participants acknowledged their
identity as a driver, as well as a cyclist. These two identities
informed how they approached their advocacy work. Our
participants also acknowledged the importance of relating
to and empathizing with non-cyclists, particularly because
most people do not identify as cyclists. This had a pragmatic motivation as well since many of the engineers and policymakers who have influence over roadway projects or
legal efforts to protect and promote cycling do not themselves regularly use bikes for transportation. Additionally,
participants had a shared recognition that the label “cyclist”
is applied to range of experience and willingness to ride on
urban streets.

The first half of each session was a semi-structured interview that established the participant’s role in the cycling
and advocacy community in their city and probed their relationship with technology in their advocacy work. The interview provided the scaffolding for the design activity conducted in the second half of the session. During the design
activity, we asked participants to sketch concepts for a new
or existing mobile application that would best support their
advocacy work. To do so, we provided participants with
wireframes to sketch or draw their designs (see Figure 1)
and asked to describe those designs aloud. At each session,
we took notes and audio recordings that we subsequently
transcribed and coded to identify major themes and concerns across both cities.

The point to attend to here is that identifying as a cyclist
tends to occur after acquiring a fair amount of riding expertise. In the design sessions, participants in both cities spoke
of “the 67%,” referring to the national average of people
who consider taking up cycling but do not ride regularly
due to concerns with road safety. These are people who are
thought of as future potential cyclists: they do not identify
as cyclists but advocates described thinking of them in and
through their work for the reason that developing policy
and road design to address the concerns of the 67% would
have the greatest impact on cycling as a viable alternative
mode of transportation.

In Atlanta (n=8), the lead author asked participants to design their paper prototype as an add-on to an existing
smartphone application available in the city and with which
participants had some familiarity. The app in question
launched in the fall of 2012 as a collaborative effort between academic researchers and city planners to gather data
for use in the design and implementation of cycling infrastructure. The app was explicitly promoted and framed as a
tool to enable broader input into the development of new
cycling facilities and was well known by all the participants
in Atlanta.

While advocacy work was done through the shared identity
of “cyclist,” the means to that identity was viewed through
different infrastructures: this includes built infrastructure,
like bike lanes, but also social infrastructure. Cyclists necessarily have to incorporate these other forms of noncycling-specific infrastructure into their experiences as
well, from urban roadways and the cars, trucks, and pedes-

In Pittsburgh (n=4), we asked participants to draw from
their experiences using existing digital platforms and tools.
We did not frame the activity around the same app as in
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trians who share them, to natural features like mud, hills,
and weather. Together, these compose the material conditions that cyclists must surrender to in order to navigate the
city and inform how and where cycling is discussed by advocates.

offer to advocacy work. While the design sessions were
specific to the issue of urban cycling, the results speak to
the broader relationships between technology design and
how it transforms the inside/outside advocacy relations
needed to influence a given issue.

Over half of our participants also pointed to institutional
infrastructures where cycling plays a role. For example, the
distinction between leisure and ‘invisible’ cyclists—that is,
cyclists who ride by choice and those who ride out of necessity—is bound up in discussions around class and socioeconomics [25]. This distinction was important for participants trying to address social and economic mobility
through transportation planning. Their observation was that
bike advocacy efforts typically catered towards leisure cyclists and needed to better incorporate invisible cyclists.
Doing so necessitates a conversation about the role that
cycling plays in other urban infrastructures, such as property values, transit access, and the quality of public schools.
Many of our participants emphasized the importance of
orientating their advocacy to incorporate these other affected infrastructures as well.

Making$Cycling$Visible$through$Geolocation$

Each participant described a mapping feature as part of
their design concept, with nine of the twelve participants
articulating the map as an integral part of their design. The
mapping feature used the geolocative capabilities of
smartphones to identify and visualize the specific locations
of cycling infrastructure. Figure 1A shows a screen designed by P2 that displays bike infrastructure within a certain radius of a cyclist’s location, including the type and
quality of the amenity. The bottom right corner of the
screen uses an example showing two different kinds of bike
racks, including details on whether or not they are covered.
P2 described this design as a way to make visible “insider
knowledge.” Other participants also spoke of “local”
knowledge (P5, P7, P9, P10, P11, P12) or “insider experiences” (P3, P5) that similarly motivated the design of their
mapping features: visualizing existing cycling resources
was a way to share and distribute knowledge typically
gained through experience and thus reduce barriers to cycling.

Despite the variety in participants’ cycling experience and
professional roles as advocates, and despite the unique political, socio-economic, and geographic contexts of the two
cities, a set of common themes emerged that point to shared
strategies and computational affordances to support advocacy work across individuals, issues, and institutions. Even
as participants in Pittsburgh did not have the benefit of an
existing app to build on like those from Atlanta, all participants identified and described similar technological features
and areas of concern: geolocative sensing to help increase
visibility of cycling in the city; feedback loops to support
sharing information with different actors to increase safety;
and the mass communication affordances of a smartphone
to empower the broader cycling community and encourage
interactions between different types of cyclists. These
shared concerns enable us to more thoroughly understand
the opportunities that ICTs—specifically, smartphones—

A.

The design sessions pointed to another kind of visibility
made possible through the technical capabilities of a
smartphone: geolocation technologies do not only reveal
cycling resources, but also cyclists themselves. This points
to opportunities for new attachments to the issue across
sites of advocacy: it renders individual cyclists visible to
actors outside the cycling community. For the purpose of
cycling advocacy, this has immediate impact by making
cyclists visible to the municipal government as a community of political actors. When rendered through data, this increased visibility provides affordances for new dependencies and commitments to arise. That is: evidence of cycling
becomes a case for latent demand for improving existing

B.

C.

Figure 1: (A) From P2, shows cyclists the number of amenities within a certain radius of their destination; (B) From P8, shows how to
report the location of hazards or crashes; (C) From P3, collects contextualized information when reporting a crash.
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infrastructure and services and the absence of cycling becomes a focal point for advocates to concentrate outreach
efforts to underserved or under-represented neighborhoods.
In both instances, the visibility afforded by geolocation
prompts new capacities to contribute to cycling advocacy
efforts.

It is through these kinds of features that we begin to see
how mobile technologies might build out new attachments
to the issue of cycling. Commitments to the cycling community are realized through collecting and sharing new
information, changing the capacity to act for new or potential cyclists. Similarly, dependencies on political support
are shifted such that advocacy is not only making demands
for resources but also becomes a cooperative relationship
that contributes back to municipal governance.

P4 pointed to this opportunity when discussing a feature in
his design where cyclists mapped and reported cars illegally
parked in bike lanes:

Making$Cyclists$Safe$through$Feedback$Loops$

“It’s great to report a pothole but [if] we’re gonna build
bike infrastructure and transit—no, you gotta jack up the
price [of parking tickets]. Of course, I’d like some of that
revenue to go back into alternate transportation, but if
[the local parking authority] has an incentive to make
money off ticketing and meters, then why would they not
be open to an app reporting parking in the bike lane?”

Another feature common to many of the designs was the
need for feedback loops as an important measure to address
safety concerns. Seven of our participants each incorporated
some kind of feedback mechanism into their designs. These
mechanisms were most commonly posed as features to report safety issues to city departments, be they infrastructure
repairs or vehicular crashes, which would in turn produce
some kind of output enabling the cyclist to track the reported incident. Figures 1B and 1C show interfaces designed by
P8 and P3, respectively, where individuals might report
hazards or crashes in real time, and include pertinent metadata such as location, photographs, license plate information, and police officer details.

P4 was frustrated at the perceived imbalance in priorities in
local transportation planning, specifically that transitrelated resources only benefit car infrastructure, while officials often do not back commitments to cycling infrastructure via decisions on resource allocation. In the above
quote, P4 emphasizes the political importance of the geolocation technology over its pragmatic purpose: mapping
bike-related issues is important for improving urban infrastructure, but more importantly, there is potential for drawing attention to cyclists as legitimate actors in the broader
transit landscape. By reporting the location of parked cars,
cyclists could be an asset to both the parking authority (by
helping them generate additional revenue that might fund
alternative transportation) and to the local government (by
aiding with parking violation enforcement). Furthermore,
the benefits to the cycling community come while acting in
their own self-interest by keeping bike facilities clear of
obstacles.

When outlining these features, participants described each
feedback loop as a digital proxy for more traditional forms
of advocacy, such as writing to a councilperson or speaking
at a public meeting. The digital feature, however, was conveyed as a more direct channel for citizens to interact with
the city, advancing what participants described as the oneway communication channel of letters and even public fora,
to a bi-directional interaction where user-submitted data
would be incorporated into an appropriate response from
the city back to the cyclist.
It is within this framing that P8 described her feedback loop
as a measure of accountability. By revealing some detail
about the process by which input was received and acted
upon by the city, P8 articulated feedback loops that provided complementary visibility for the advocacy community—
instead of making cyclists visible to municipal officials,
they gave cyclists visibility into city processes. This in turn
works to increase advocates’ understanding of public services and build trust that the municipal government was
responding to cyclist's efforts. P8 made a light-hearted
comparison between her design and the ability to know the
status of a pizza ordered online:

Other participants discussed their designs in similar ways:
P1, P9, P10, and P11 framed features they sketched as ways
for cyclists to contribute to local urban politics. Like P4,
these participants saw the affordances of mobile technologies as ways to curry political favor with municipal government and make the cycling community more pronounced as influential political actors.
These two examples are indicative of the ways geolocative
technologies can amplify and support different relations
within the work of advocacy. In the first instance, sharing
insider knowledge is for the direct benefit of other cyclists
or potential cyclists. In the second instance, geolocation
services are envisioned as a way to transform the existing
relationship between the cycling community and the municipal government: the former is dependent on the government to improve infrastructure, and through a novel kind of
civic labor through sensing and reporting parking violations, the community is able to prompt government commitment to allocating the appropriate resources to support
cyclists’ needs.

“You know what I think of? The Domino’s Pizza Tracker.
You can see who’s coming out to fix your pothole. The
bollards [spherical road barriers] are pepperoni and you
can see they’re going in today.”
P8’s description of the value of the pizza tracker echoed
sentiments expressed by other participants: they envisioned
these kinds of reporting features as a way to provide feedback to cyclists, confirming that their data—in the form of a
report or location—were legitimate contributions to the
broader cycling community. It is clear that the motivations
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for feedback were tightly coupled with the desire for visibility discussed above: both were significant to the kinds of
advocacy work our participants engaged in and were critical
for validating an individual’s contribution to that work.

cycling community itself. For the participants that called
out communication explicitly—rather than implicitly
through feedback loops or via new visibilities in geolocation—community empowerment was the driving motivation. P8, one of seven participants who distinguished communication as a goal independent from visibility or feedback, discussed the role she saw her advocacy organization
playing in the broader cycling community:

One of the issues this kind of feedback raises is that of temporal relevance. Often when we talk about feedback in digital systems, we measure responsiveness in milliseconds. In
civic systems, particularly those that might require physical
repair to roadways, response is more often measured in
days or weeks. Recognizing the mismatch between our expectations of feedback with digital devices and the realities
of feedback from municipal agencies, our participants focused on the importance of contextualized metadata to more
easily track and verify the veracity of feedback in their
sketched prototypes. For example, when submitting a report
about a pothole, participants noted that a rote confirmation
email would be inadequate; instead, they wanted meaningful feedback with appropriate details and affordances for
further action, like a unique identifier that could be used to
track a specific inquiry or report.

“I think cyclists put a lot of confidence in [my organization], which is great, but I feel like they almost depend on
us too much where they might not feel that they can be
advocates themselves and I think it’s a matter of them not
knowing who to talk [to] or who to go to or who makes
the decisions […] I feel like now they don’t feel like they
have enough knowledge or know who to talk to.”
P8 described a barrier where members of the cycling community did not have an avenue to express their concerns or
have their voices heard. Designing communication channels
between cyclists could encourage them to leverage their
expertise and experiences riding in the city.

Threaded throughout the proposed civic feedback features
and the discussions of what makes for useful and genuine
feedback were assumptions about how advocacy efforts and
municipal governance are at odds with each other. Here, the
concern was that poor feedback contributes to a general
distrust of local government. In conversations about cycling
infrastructure and policy, the planners in our study were
typically encouraged to design for the less confident rider
as the most likely demographic to become regular commuters with the right support (i.e. the aforementioned 67%).
Without established, reliable, and transparent channels of
feedback for these riders, it becomes difficult to overcome
infrastructure and policy obstacles to choosing cycling as a
viable mode of transportation.

The role of expertise and the need to for civic systems to
support multiple ways to communicate this expertise came
through in other designs as well. P3, for example, focused
on the issue of rider safety, noting that there is a difference
between a physically dangerous environment and the perception of danger. The specific context was that while a
particular bike route might be relatively safe, cyclists will
perceive it as dangerous even if there is only a single problem spot (i.e. a “Worst Intersection”):
“The overall stress level of the [bike commuter] trip
doesn’t matter that much, it’s the stress level at the worst
intersection and that can keep you from making the trip. I
think we have a lot of Worst Intersections.”

Building systems to overcome these obstacles requires
computing technologies, civic processes, and municipal
operations to align in order to encourage alternate behavior
across different sites of experience, identity, and obligation
[13]. P3’s design concept (Figure 1C) targets this specific
alignment around city infrastructure, connecting advocacy
work across sites by soliciting and aggregating data from
individuals to produce utility for a broader community. The
utility here is realized through the sets of attachments enabled and sustained through the proposed features and the
feedback loops present in those features. What is interesting
is that P3 and the other participants had an intuitive response to the need for networks at scale to affect change:
that is, networks of attachments—common dependencies
and common commitments [36]—enable new forms of action. In this case, it prompts action to cause policy and development to respond to the needs of cyclists.

The recognition here is that a single bad experience or perception of danger is enough to color the whole trip as unsafe. Similar to issues of visibility and sharing insider
knowledge, our participants’ motivation behind empowering the community as a whole by building communication
tools was to help support and encourage new or aspirational
cyclists to incorporate cycling into their routines to the
point where they would not feel thwarted by potential encounters with Worst Intersections.
In addition to experiences as cyclists, seven participants
touched on different forms of empowerment and the way it
related to identity in their advocacy work. Connected to
issues of race and classed raise earlier, P5 hoped to “engage
the atypical bike person, [so they think] ‘oh hey, I can do
this too.’” To facilitate these different articulations of empowerment, the participants described features that allowed
users to leave notes or annotations for other cyclists. Interestingly, many of these participants began their design concepts by situating them in relationship to municipal government or a formal advocacy organization. These proposed
features started as kinds of feedback mechanisms encouraging users to leave annotations or comments for an external

Empowering$Cyclists$through$Communication$$

The feedback loop concepts created by participants were
designed to communicate information from cyclists to actors outside the cycling community. However, some designs intentionally focused on communications within the
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actor (see Figures 1A, 1B). As the design sessions developed and we pressed for more details on how these features
might circulate among the cycling community, the focus
changed to configuring the comments for other cyclists
rather than external authorities. An example of this came
from P2 (Figure 1A) who incorporated community communications in her design through a rating system to inform
cyclists where the best amenities were located.

sites of advocacy work. These connections emphasized
strategic relationships between resources, artifacts, or actors
in order to best leverage resources to support a particular
advocacy goal or community need. These connections
bridged different sites—internal to the community or external with city departments—as well as social, computational,
and physical forms of infrastructure to move people through
civic and urban spaces.

The shift from thinking about visibility and feedback as
driven by a relation to external entities to thinking about
internal community support and coordination is indicative
of a different kind of attachment to the issue of increasing
city ridership: while advocacy efforts can target larger institutions to implement policy or infrastructure, advocacy
must also take place at the community level. In the same
way that cyclists rely on planners to design safer streets,
cyclists also depend on other cyclists to be good community
members. By envisioning and designing for communications between cyclists, the participants were also envisioning other forms of social practices to contribute to and improve their own community. This theme points to another
dynamic that bolsters advocacy work across sites: supporting individuals within a community—that is, building and
strengthening internal attachments—increases the capacity
of the community itself.

Looking at the larger urban milieu, advocacy work is one
part of digital civics, which “aims to support citizens becoming agents of democracy with and through technologies
and in dialogue with the institutions that can actualize public will” [54]. Built into this definition is a recognition that
civics is an ecosystem of institutions where communities,
public institutions, and private interests are in constant exchange with each other [46, 54].
This civic ecosystem draws on the traditions of egovernment and digital democracy, but also on elements of
smart cities to sketch out a design space that looks at modes
of data production and how different transactions and relations arise through or are mediated by computing technology (e.g., [15, 29, 42, 43]). By looking at urban governance
through the lens of digital civics, we can begin to see how
these transactions and relations are impacting the rituals and
assumptions of Western democracy by furthering presumptions of market transactions into how we interact with
elected officials and conceive of the role of citizen within
cities [13, 31, 32].

DISCUSSION$

Returning to Brady et al., they describe digital advocacy as
something that needs to be “implemented at various levels
to impact a variety of systems” [6]. The concepts that came
out of our design sessions illustrate how digital advocacy
takes place across both socio-political and socio-technical
systems: these systems connect different sites of action,
different goals of community mobilization, and different
methods of affecting policy and political change. When
those connections are activated—in what we have illustrated as attachments—they impact the cycling community’s
ability to act. Those new capacities to act might be primarily focused on supporting the community itself, or they may
be focused on creating new capacities to work with civic or
municipal entities outside the existing cycling community.

Through Brady et al.’s observation that digital advocacy
explicitly seeks to impact policy across a variety of systems, it is clear that advocacy is both an important part of
digital civics, and that attachments and the way they address capacities to act are crucial for identifying design opportunities within this domain. Weaving these insights together, connection via attachments within and across sites
of action comes into play in three different ways: by creating affinities between resources, between identities, and
between issues.
Connecting$Resources$

Throughout the design sessions, participants reimagined
relationships between various actors and technologies. These relationships enabled different kinds of attachments but
also highlighted the ways in which the public of cycling
advocates is not just made up of people who care about
cycling, but of roadways, bike paths, policy agendas, and
municipal organizations. The publics in play here were
what others have pointed to as object-oriented publics [22,
39], and the attachments articulated through the design sessions linked the multiple ways advocates work across these
social and material relations.

Through the interviews that set up the design sessions, we
learned that participants consulted a variety of resources to
go about their advocacy work, ranging from municipal
websites to consult local traffic laws, to online fora like
Reddit for local cycling knowledge, to crowdsourced review websites like Yelp. These disparate resources point to
the variety of existing social, technical, and material attachments present in the cycling advocacy public. Bridging
across these different resources is reflective of the variety
of concerns captured by a heterogeneous public: cycling is
not a unitary issue, but rather one made up of a variety of
interests and concerns.

Across the design sessions with participants from both cities, the idea of ‘connection’ drove many of the individual
concepts and features—connections made through new
visibilities, through new kinds of feedback and direct interaction, and through communication across the different

In light of this, our findings suggest that designers should
not aim to create a single, all-encompassing resource, but
should instead build strategic connections and redundancies
among these resources that can support the dynamism of a
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public as it renegotiates and rearticulates its attachments to
issues. These redundancies make room for a plurality of
attachments, reaching people where they are, and creating
new capacities for action by linking across a distributed
collective. This echoes Bentley and Dourish’s distinctions
between a mechanism and a medium: whereas the former
supports a particular activity (e.g. algorithmic filters to sort
emails into folders), the latter provides a framework to support a broader range of activities (e.g. labels so users can
create their own folders) [4].

and “Social P1” during his design session, distinguishing
the different and conflicting priorities he wanted to address
through his design. Social P1 wanted to bike to destinations
quickly and aggressively, eschewing bike lanes for car
lanes so he can keep up with the speed of vehicular traffic.
Planner P1, by contrast, wanted to ride only using bike facilities to demonstrate to other cyclists how to safely navigate the urban environment. Negotiating these kinds of
identity conflicts was work that many of our participants
had to thoughtfully endure.

Consider the fact that all twelve participants wanted to record notes on a map in order to share with other actors. This
need to share was a core advocacy mechanism that emerged
from our design sessions. While the mechanism of sharing
was common, the motivations differed based on the particular goals of the individual or the group with whom the individual worked: some participants articulated an attachment
to sharing via a concern for safety, others wanted to improve existing public services, and others still wanted to
share something of social or cultural interest. These different modes of sharing—and the data that represent them—
need not be reported or collected through a single interface.
In fact, one of the observations of the emerging interest in
digital civics is that some civic interactions are transactional—such as reporting a pothole or other safety concern—
and some are relational—like connecting to social and cultural identities [8]. The potential pitfall is trying to mix the
two, or worse, pushing interactions that build relations into
interfaces that enforce transactions.

Just as members of publics span a variety of experiences,
backgrounds, and values, the tools by which they engage
with an issue must include capacities that accommodate
those differences. An individual may use a single piece of
data in order to marshal support for the multiple, simultaneous identities they inhabit: advocating for a bike lane does
not only benefit an individual as a cyclist, but also as a
driver—separate facilities actually improve the flow of car
traffic—and as a citizen—multi-modal transportation infrastructure is key to transit resilience.
In this way, HCI designers and researchers must consider
how to share user-submitted information in order to serve
multiple advocacy goals simultaneously. The usersubmitted notes on a crowdsourced map, for example, can
be curated to create attachments across different specific
concerns: an individual's notes can be submitted along with
other users to create a common dataset useful to issues adjacent to cycling. For example, a user might record curb
cuts—the sloped sidewalks that transition from sidewalk to
road—to share with cyclists. Sharing that same data with
accessibility advocates concerned with wheelchair access
supports the advocacy work of two publics around two different—but related—issues.

Building out connections—and supporting diverse attachments—allows information to be accessible by multiple
publics—e.g. cyclists and non-cyclists—and creates new
capacities to act as different parts of the civic ecosystem
interact with each other. Building on the proposed features
presented above, someone who is new to cycling could access popular local routes, thereby gaining more confidence
in their urban riding and becoming a more invested member
of the cycling community. Alternately, a city employee—
who might not be invested in the cycling community at
all—could access these same data in order to optimize
which public services or infrastructure need to be deployed
first. Finally, elected officials could use the same data to
make claims for a more equitable distribution of resources.

Furthermore, understanding and designing for the multiplicities of identities can make advocacy more widely effective.
For example, incorporating multiplicities makes for more
politically viable arguments as support for one issue can
positively impact multiple constituencies: building attachments via data and shared practices can support political
coalition building to achieve systemic change. There is also
an economic argument to be made as the same data can be
marshaled to meet multiple ends across multiple sets of
actors. Understanding the differences within a single public
can lead to more empathetic relationships and a more holistic perspective on the different commitments and dependencies that drive engagement around an issue. The principle
of connective design embraces the inevitable complexities
of identities to encourage engagement and support advocacy efforts across multiple publics.

The concepts developed during the design sessions, like the
crowdsourced cycling map—with its reported crashes, potholes, and detours—were built atop assumptions of diverse
data underwriting their utility. Building connections across
these data is more than an aspirational goal of designing
systems to support digital advocacy, but a deeply rooted
requirement to make such systems useful, particularly to
serve the varied needs and goals of multiple publics.

Connecting$Issues$

This paper discusses a public engaged with an issue across
different sites, from the individual to the institutional, from
one city to another. We also engage with the mechanisms of
advocacy across these sites and how to build tools to better
build capacities to act. Building on the output from our design sessions, we can also point to ways in which tools and

Connecting$Identities$

While all participants self-identified as cyclists, many of
them acknowledged other identities, roles, and contexts that
they consider when engaging with the issue of urban cycling. P1, in particular, referred to himself as “Planner P1”
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advocacy practices can bridge disparate issues, as well.
While we have focused on the issue of transportation planning to support cycling, there is no reason to assume the
issue—as it was framed during our research—will remain
static. At the very least, we would hope that plans and campaigns that were underway during our design sessions will
result in changes to the cycling environment in both cities.
In any case, the point remains that issues evolve over time.
Just as community members rework their relationship to an
issue by articulating attachments, the issues they are entangled with shift, as well: the recognition by some of our participants that many cyclists are also drivers illustrates how
issues of road use, traffic, and safety shift between views
that might otherwise be oppositional perspectives. There
are, it turns out, many ways transportation issues intersect
and navigating those intersections is crucial to building the
kinds of plural attachments digital civics aspires to.

pending gentrification [31]. The tension here is that these
same low-income communities might be under-represented
in crowdsourced cycling data, but they treat more explicit
efforts to include them with suspicion. The feedback loop in
this case activates an attachment to a different set of issues
around urban renewal, fears of displacement, and concerns
for personal safety.
We want to caution that creating malleable systems to support advocacy is not to argue that an artifact must be designed to accommodate all possible overlapping issues.
Instead, we simply point out that advocacy efforts rely on
relational interactions between individuals and communities
and the transactional habits of trading on personal information to which we have grown accustomed need to be
taken on critically and strategically to be sensitive to the
historical and political contexts interwoven into civic issues. In this context, cycling advocacy taps into larger discourses of equity and development in these two cities and
creates an opportunity to support multiple advocacy efforts
simultaneously. A focus on attachments and the connections they enable can help expose and address the ways
these issues intersect.

As discussed throughout the paper, our participants were
explicit about the intersections of cycling advocacy with
other urban issues, such as transit access or gentrification as
well as intersections with issues of race, class, and gender
(among other identities). Being able to view data through
multiple lenses was seen as very important as it enabled a
connection between an empirical metric—in support of
transactional civics—and a tool for empathy in understanding subjective experience—in support of relational civic
interaction.

CONCLUSION$

The challenge is that as advocacy work moves across different identities, there is the potential for attachments and
issues to shift along divergent trajectories. Designers and
researchers then need to identify where and how to bridge
those diverging interests. One strategy, as described above,
is through designing added transparency and feedback into
advocacy support practices—not just the tools—so that
different affected groups develop their own capacities to
act. This is very much in line with recent scholarship in
participatory design that seeks to emphasize the process of
design as building capacity, rather than the designed artifact
as providing capability [5].

Advocacy efforts focus on change, which requires coordinated and strategic movements towards a targeted goal.
Design, too, relies on intentional changes that will impact
some future state, whether it is the design of an artifact, an
organization, or a practice. Through our design sessions, we
gained valuable insight into the role that mobile technologies might play in supporting advocacy work to make cycling communities more visible as political actors, safer
through transparent and accountable feedback loops, and
empowered by communicating tacit knowledge within the
cycling community. These three themes identify opportunities for ICTs to strengthen and support existing advocacy
practices across multiple sites: participants spoke to channels for individual advocacy efforts to meaningfully support
the efforts of other individuals, the broader cycling community, and institutional mechanisms within the city.

The need to work across diverging trajectories to accommodate different kinds of identity intersection is also linked
to the multiple logics noted within other civic settings [55].
Where the logics of computing often privilege efficiency
and transactional interactions, the logics of advocacy work,
particularly around identity expression, rest on relational
interactions. As an example, the feedback loops presented
above articulate an imperative to build transparencies into
ICTs to show both the source and endpoint of collected
data. In one instance, this led a participant to include a button in her design to “make this public.” Making things public, however, could just as easily subject an individual to
unwanted exposure as much as it could apply pressure to a
municipal actor depending on what data are made available.
These kinds of challenges are particularly true in lowincome or distressed communities where residents interpret
the appearance of bike lanes on roadways as a sign of im-

It is here that we draw parallels to opportunities for ICTs to
support multiple publics and their varied attachments to an
issue. Whereas some of the designs point to mechanisms to
bridge information gaps, we argue that advocacy work relies on more complex infrastructures than simple bridging.
It is vital to acknowledge the varied resources, identities,
and issues that are entangled with advocacy practices to
better coordinate existing efforts in service of similar civic
and political goals. Information should be accessible by
different publics and interfaces to create new capacities for
systems to act via various attachments. Digital artifacts
should be built keeping in mind the multiple identities that
support advocacy, acknowledging that a single public can
form different attachments to an issue, and that these complexities strengthen advocacy practices. Finally, just as
there are multiple attachments and publics involved in advocacy work, issues also overlap; designs that strategically
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support multiple urban issues simultaneously can help
meaningfully advance concerns across different sites.

http://www.wired.co.uk/news/archive/2011-02/14/streetbump-app.

Thinking beyond the narrow site of cycling advocacy in
two particular US cities: when building tools for social or
political change, there is an obligation as designers and
researchers to ensure that our work aligns with existing
efforts in our respective research communities. There are
also opportunities to treat civic engagement differently:
instead of an end in itself—one often tied to discourse, notions of transparency, and ideas of community and individual self-efficacy—civic engagement can become a prism
that enables us to separate out and address the many attachments upon which we build meaningful associations in
service of positive social change.
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